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Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6052 254 N/A N/A 32 1/8 9 3/4 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Prospect (Last, First)

Doyle, Jack
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

TE
DOB (Age)

5-5-90 (29)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hanowitz, Alex

TEAM

Indianapolis Colts13-UDFA-TEN

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Western Kentucky (KYWE)

6th year TE who has started 43 of 89 career games played including 6 of 6 games played in 2018 for the

Indianapolis Colts. Played all 6 NFL season with the Colts with 2018 his first season under HC Frank Reich and

OC Nick Sirianni. Under Reich and Sirianni, the Colts run a West Coast offense with heavy usage of 11, 12 and 13

personnel and utilizes mostly Gap scheme running but also incorporates Zone scheme runs. Primarily used as an

in-line Y TE and lined up in the slot as a receiver but was also used split out wide, used on the wing and lined up

as a FB. Very good height and weight, adequate arm length and solid hand size with a strong and bulky build,

thick lower body and even weight distribution. Solid athletic ability with good quickness and COD with solid

agility, balance, acceleration and explosiveness. Good release from both 2pt and 3pt stance vs Off and Soft

coverage where he uses his good quickness and good mental processing to earn leverage against defenders and

work into his stem. Good release vs Press (Jam) when he can chop/swipe by Jam attempt to defeat hands and

work into his stem. Good separation quickness vs Man and Zone coverage that he earns with good mental

processing to identify coverage and exploit voids, quickness, COD and head/shoulder/foot fakes to earn leverage

and separation. Very good separation quickness vs Man coverage when lined up vs a LB where he can use his

good mental processing and head/shoulder/foot fakes to freeze or manipulate LBs to earn separation vs tight

coverage. Solid hands overall with the ability to adjust over his head and outside of his frame above his waist

with soild body control on the boundaries. Very good ability to fight through contact and gain positive yards

after the catch. Good quickness off the snap in both 2pt and 3pt stance on both Zone and Gap blocks to earn

leverage by getting his hands on his defender and work his lower body in a position to gain leverage and

maintain the block early off the snap. Good ability as a Zone blocker due to good lateral quickness and mental

awareness to identify what leverage he needs to engage his blocks and maintain with good footwork and solid

balance and UOH. Good ability to Combo block at the 1st level where he displays good aiming points to attack the

sides of defenders to stalemate defenders with his teammates and good ability to maintain with good play

strength to take over the block when a teammate works off. Solid ability to work of Combo blocks to the 2nd

level where he displays good rhythm to work off and move to the next defender and identify his next assignment

and engage. Good ability to block on screens when he is lined up as a receiver where he is in close proximity to a

defender to engage. Solid ability to block on Screens when he is lined up at the Y where he has to travel to find a

defender to block and drive away from the ball carrier. Good playside Gap blocker due to good play strength,

competitive toughness, and mental processing to identify, engage properly and steer defenders away. Solid in

Pass Pro with solid set quickness out of both 2pt and 3pt stance to intersect rushers, solid UOH to engage with

good quickness and footwork to mirror pass rushers. Solid mental processing to identify and adjust to

stunts/twists in Pass Pro. Adequate release vs Press (Jam) when defenders can lock in Jam attempt inside the

body and he tries to fight through physically without using his hands. Adequate ability to make defenders miss in

the open field due to average AA. Marginal ability to maintain blocks on both Run Blocks and Pass Pro when he

gives up his chest and defenders can grab his jersey and pull through to completely defeat his block. Adequate

ability to Zone block in the 2nd level when he has to travel a longer distance to engage his defender to block

because he has trouble changing his angle to engage when defenders move around to avoid him. Marginal anchor 

due to his feet working independently from one another which does not allow him to root his feet forcing him to

lose ground consistently. In the NFL, Starting Y TE who can line up all over that you can win with who is

proficient in all areas but does not have any elite traits. At his best when he can face off against LBs in Man

coverage and use his competitive toughness as a run blocker and to fight for extra yards after the catch. Struggles

to make defenders miss in space and completely loses his ability to block when he gives up his chest and

defenders can pull him forward.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

89
Games Started

43
Games Won

Making Defenders Miss in Space to gain Yards After Catch, Maintaining Blocks when he gives 

up his Chest, Anchor where his feet work independently

PROJECTION Starting Y TE who can line up all over that you can win with who is proficient in all areas but 

does not have any elite traits. At his best when he can face off against LBs in Man coverage 

and use his competitive toughness as a run blocker and to fight for extra yards after the 

catch. Struggles to make defenders miss in space and completely loses his ability to block 

when he gives up his chest and defenders can pull him forward.

2018: vs CIN 9/9, at WAS 9/16, at OAK 10/28, vs JAX 11/11, vs TEN 11/18

48
Winning %

54%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Y

Any offense that can use his ability to beat tight coverage from LBs and utilize his 

competitive toughness as a Run blocker

2013-2016: No injuries; 2017: Left Wk 4 game with Concussion and Out Wk 5; 2018: Hip 

strain Out Wks 3-7; Lacerated Kidney suffered in Wk 12 forced him to miss remainder of 

regular season and playoffs

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

2018: Started 6 of 6 games played (career low games played), with his fewest targets (33), 

receptions (260), receiving yards (245) and TDs (2) since being named a full time starter in 

2016. Marks of 9.4 yards per reception, 4.3 receptions per game, and 40.8 yards per game 

were all second highest of his career. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Separation vs LBs in tight Man Coverage, Competitive Toughness, Quickness to Earn 

Leverage in Run Blocking, Versatility as an All-Around TE

WORST


